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My Blended Family
When re-married couples bring their families together, they face unique challenges. Somehow, they must bring unity out
of diversity. Maxine Marsolini points to biblical solutions to the conflict commonly found in divorce and remarriage
situations. 'Growth and Application' questions make this an excellent resource for small groups or Christian counseling.
Rebecca Eckler’s newest book chronicles the hard truth of what it’s really like to make a blended family. Blissfully
Blended Bullshit is a witty, engaging, refreshingly candid chronicle of a modern family’s journey as they blend
households. We follow Eckler as her partner and his two children move in with her and her daughter. Then, thanks to a
reverse vasectomy, they add a baby to the mix. Readers go along for the ride in this poignant, often hilarious tale, as
everyone attempts to navigate their new roles: the children, the in-laws, the exes, the ex-in-laws, and even the dog.
Lighthearted and intimate, this is an indispensable story about a family determined to make blended splendid, and the
juicy truth of what it’s really like behind closed doors in what is rapidly becoming a typical family makeup. Still, if Eckler
had to blend again, would she?
There is no one size fits all when it comes to families. They can be large or small, blended or shared, here or there. The
families in this book might have one dad or two moms. They might have grandparents or not. No brothers or sisters, or a
lot! Your family or my family, whatever it's like, it's the perfect fit. The only tradition that matters in these families is that
they love each other.
An insightful, achingly funny coming-of-age story as well as a brilliant dissection of class, race, and gender in a hothouse
of adolescent angst and ambition. Lee Fiora is an intelligent, observant fourteen-year-old when her father drops her off in
front of her dorm at the prestigious Ault School in Massachusetts. She leaves her animated, affectionate family in South
Bend, Indiana, at least in part because of the boarding school’s glossy brochure, in which boys in sweaters chat in front
of old brick buildings, girls in kilts hold lacrosse sticks on pristinely mown athletic fields, and everyone sings hymns in
chapel. As Lee soon learns, Ault is a cloistered world of jaded, attractive teenagers who spend summers on Nantucket
and speak in their own clever shorthand. Both intimidated and fascinated by her classmates, Lee becomes a shrewd
observer of—and, ultimately, a participant in—their rituals and mores. As a scholarship student, she constantly feels like an
outsider and is both drawn to and repelled by other loners. By the time she’s a senior, Lee has created a hard-won place
for herself at Ault. But when her behavior takes a self-destructive and highly public turn, her carefully crafted identity
within the community is shattered. Ultimately, Lee’s experiences—complicated relationships with teachers; intense
friendships with other girls; an all-consuming preoccupation with a classmate who is less than a boyfriend and more than
a crush; conflicts with her parents, from whom Lee feels increasingly distant—coalesce into a singular portrait of the
painful and thrilling adolescence universal to us all. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Curtis Sittenfeld's
Sisterland. Praise for Prep “Curtis Sittenfeld is a young writer with a crazy amount of talent. Her sharp and economical
prose reminds us of Joan Didion and Tobias Wolff. Like them, she has a sly and potent wit, which cuts unexpectedly—but
often—through the placid surface of her prose. Her voice is strong and clear, her moral compass steady; I’d believe
anything she told me.”—Dave Eggers, author of A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering Genius “Prep’s every sentence
rings true. Sittenfeld is a rising star.”—Wally Lamb, author of She’s Come Undone and I Know This Much Is True
"A story of a blended family-- from the pets' point of view!"-"Simple text and photographs present blended families, including how family members interact with one
another"--Provided by publisher.
Create a Loving and Safe Environment for Your Blended Family Blended families face unique challenges, and sadly,
good intentions aren’t always enough. With so many complex relationships involved, all the normal rules for family life
change, even how you apply something as simple as the five love languages. That’s why Gary Chapman, the bestselling
author of The 5 Love Languages® andnational expert on stepfamilies, Ron Deal, join together in this book to teach you
how the five love languages can help your blended family. They’ll teach you: About the unique dynamics of stepfamilies
How to overcome fear and trust issues in marriage How to develop healthy parenting and step-parenting practices How
the love languages should—and should not—be applied You’re going to face many challenges, but with the right strategies
and smart work, your family can be stronger and healthier together.
I became an unsuspecting member of a 'secret' society called a blended family several years ago. I can say without
question that I did not wake up one day and profess, "I'm going to fall in love, get married, have two kids, get divorced,
move, fall in love again, remarry, move again, and then successfully blend a new and improved family." I liken the
blending of a family to that of a three-ring circus, and if you have ever been to a circus, you know that it is exciting, scary,
and a bit psychotic if one of those freakish clowns gets in your face. With this blending, I have inherited four additional
people to my three, totaling seven. I now have five teenagers to look after and often call them the 'piranha children' as
they eat us out of house and home daily. It is not uncommon for me to visit our local grocery store several times per
week, and have become quite chummy with most of the employees that work there. I blogged about this circus on my
website, The Blog Blender, for the first three years because I found myself having some serious venting to do. Plus, I
knew that there had to be other people out there in this same insane boat I was in, and we needed each other. My blog
was very successful and helped many people. I found it overwhelming the number of people who were feeling and living
some of the same things. I have decided to make my blog into a three-book series titled Welcome to My Blended Family
Circus. In this book series, I talk about the ups and downs of blending a family, growing older, and being married to the
love of my life, who I fondly call the 'Professor.'
My Blended Family
Lenny follows Skye for a school project and learns about her life with two homes.
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A wise and inspiring guide to creating a happy and healthy blended family by Mashonda Tifrere with contributions from
her co-parents--Swizz Beatz and his wife, Grammy-Award winning singer and songwriter Alicia Keys. In January 2010,
founder of ArtLeadHer Mashonda Tifrere and music producer Swizz Beatz finalized their divorce. When Swizz married
award-winning singer/songwriter Alicia Keys, a new dynamic was born--three adults who loved and were deeply
committed to raising Mashonda and Swizz's four-year old son Kasseem. In Blend, Tifrere draws on the insights they
gained from their journey as well as advice from family therapists, parenting experts, and other blending families, to
provide an invaluable resource for blended families. Statistics show that one in three Americans is now a step-parent,
stepchild, step-sibling or other member of a blended family. The number of first time marriages or romantic relationships
that end in divorce or breakups and the high percentage of remarriages and new relationships that involve children
demand a unique, life-affirming approach to processing the end of one relationship and the rebirth of a new familial
dynamic with the well-being of children at its center. In this book, Tifrere shares intimate details on how she and her coparents used communication, patience and love to create an environment where they were able to work as a team and
all the children involved could thrive. Blend will inspire a generation of families.
My Blended Family is the story of a normal day in Olivia's life. When classmate Lenny visits her home, he discovers
Olivia has a stepmom and four stepsiblings. Who gets her snack? All the kids! Who helps with her homework? Eve and
Tiffany! Who reads her bedtime story? Nora and Dad! Lenny realizes love makes a family.
Different can be great! Makayla is visiting friends in her neighborhood. She sees how each family is different. Some
families have lots of children, but others have none. Some friends live with grandparents or have two dads or have
parents who are divorced. How is her own family like the others? What makes each one great? This diverse cast allows
readers to compare and contrast families in multiple ways.
Can You Maintain Unity in Your Blended Relationship? Bringing two families together in matrimony can be joyful, and yet
chaotic, too. In The Blended Marriage, find out how keeping Christ at the center of your relationship will help you navigate
the unexpected twists and turns of remarriage. You will learn to rely on God's strength and wisdom to recognize God's
role in bringing you and your spouse together and his plan for your marriage, and discover the importance of making faith
in God's grace key in your life. This study contains four sessions, each with four main components: Tilling the Ground
Planting the Seed Watering the Hope Harvesting the Fruit All new relationships face hurdles, but with Christ at the helm,
you can rise above challenges in your beautifully blended marriage. "We often hear that the institution of marriage is
suffering. But there is good news, too! By submitting their relationships to God and seeking out the right resources,
married couples can know what it means to truly thrive. That's what Focus on the Family's Marriage Series is all about.
Whether you're in a small group, a mentoring relationship, or you just want to study as a couple, this series can transform
your marriage for the better."--Jim Daly, President, Focus on the Family "Marriage is an amazing adventure--filled with
excitement, joy, and challenges. Focus on the Family's Marriage Series examines God's gift of marriage in all of its
wonderful dimensions. I consider it a privilege to be involved with this important set of relationship-strengthening
resources."--Dr. Greg Smalley, Vice President, Family Ministries, Focus on the Family
Betty Bluebird and Carl Cardinal By: Shannon McKerlie Betty and Carl are two birds in love. The only problem is that
everyone else keeps telling them they shouldn’t be together because they’re different kinds of birds. Will they be able to
overcome this obstacle and achieve their own happily ever after? This relatable and heartwarming story seeks to educate
children about discrimination, particularly related to multi-racial relationships and families. Author Shannon McKerlie
hopes to provide children with a concrete example of how prejudice can appear and arm them with the tools needed to
overcome it through love and kindness.
If you are a blended family or about to become one, this workbook is for you. Willie and Rachel Scott have taken their
personal experience as a blended family and created this six-week study for families seeking to blend gracefully into one.
Intended to be done with a group or as a couple, the Better than Blended Workbook covers various topics--from
discovering your unique family journey to dealing with hurts from your past to helping your kids adjust--and helps you to
be intentional about developing unity and drawing closer to God as a cohesive family unit.
Blended Family Advice is step-by-step guide to help blended and stepfamilies navigate the rough areas in their marriage and family. The
book focuses on three main areas: marriage, kids, and the outside world. Learn how to communicate with your ex-spouse successfully,
create a sense of unity in your newly blended family, how to treat stepparents and stepsiblings, and how to create house rules and
expectations in your new blended household. Shirley Cress Dudley uses her skills as a licensed professional counselor, and as a stepmom to
help blended and step families learn how to become strong and successful. Blended Family Advice contains the keys to a successful blended
family along with several bonus reports: a financial planner, creating successful blended family holidays, house hunting for the blended
family, and a guide for grandparents. Blended families and stepfamilies will find this book to be a comprehensive resource and one that every
stepfamily and blended family will need in their home. Visit The Blended and Step Family Resource Center
http://www.TheBlendedandStepFamilyResourceCenter.com and http://www.BlendedFamilyAdvice.com for more information. Shirley Cress
Dudley, MA LPC Shirley@BlendedFamilyAdvice.com
From Good Morning America anchor Amy Robach and her husband, actor Andrew Shue comes a sweet tale about finding common ground
and accepting and appreciating each others' differences. When a big thunderstorm shakes their woodland home, the Squirrelly family must
flee their nest for a hollow in an oak tree. To their surprise, the McMunk family had the exact same idea. This family of squirrels and a family
of chipmunks must find ways to live together--which isn't always easy since they come from different backgrounds. But after some important
lessons in compromise, the Squirrellys and the McMunks realize that life is better together as the McSquirrelies.
My Blended Family is an entertaining, colorful book that will educate readers on the concept of blended families and how they work.
Eleven-year-old Isabella’s blended family is more divided than ever in this “timely but genuine” (Publishers Weekly) story about divorce and
racial identity from the award-winning and New York Times bestselling author of Out of My Mind, Sharon M. Draper. Eleven-year-old
Isabella’s parents are divorced, so she has to switch lives every week: One week she’s Isabella with her dad, his girlfriend Anastasia, and
her son Darren living in a fancy house where they are one of the only black families in the neighborhood. The next week she’s Izzy with her
mom and her boyfriend John-Mark in a small, not-so-fancy house that she loves. Because of this, Isabella has always felt pulled between two
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worlds. And now that her parents are divorced, it seems their fights are even worse, and they’re always about HER. Isabella feels completely
stuck in the middle, split and divided between them more than ever. And she is beginning to realize that being split between Mom and Dad
involves more than switching houses, switching nicknames, switching backpacks: it’s also about switching identities. Her dad is black, her
mom is white, and strangers are always commenting: “You’re so exotic!” “You look so unusual.” “But what are you really?” She knows
what they’re really saying: “You don’t look like your parents.” “You’re different.” “What race are you really?” And when her parents, who
both get engaged at the same time, get in their biggest fight ever, Isabella doesn’t just feel divided, she feels ripped in two. What does it
mean to be half white or half black? To belong to half mom and half dad? And if you’re only seen as half of this and half of that, how can you
ever feel whole? It seems like nothing can bring Isabella’s family together again—until the worst thing happens. Isabella and Darren are
stopped by the police. A cell phone is mistaken for a gun. And shots are fired.
Make plans for the future of your unique family!Every family is different, and blended families -- defined as those with children from previous
marriages or couplings included -- can be even more difficult to plan for. When dealing with complicated family situations, cookie-cutter estate
plans just don’t work!Estate planning can be difficult as the subject matter can seem complex for non-lawyers, and family members can be
hesitant to clearly voice their opinions on touchy matters. However, planning the future of your family’s estate is crucial for the emotional and
financial well-being and stability of all family members, and having everything in order will bring invaluable peace of mind.Estate Planning for
Blended Families outlines estate planning specifically for blended families, addressing the special concerns and issues that may arise from
the process in this very special of circumstances.By providing various examples of different blended families, L. Paul Hood, Jr. gives advices
and focuses on techniques of estate planning for blended families in many different situations. Whether you are a member of a blended family
looking to plan your estate or an attorney looking for advice, this book can help you move forward with confidence.This book includes a CDROM full of supplemental resources and helpful tools to better plan your family’s estate.
My Family is a new picture book series in which young readers will explorefamily diversity in an approachable, gentle manner through the
eyes of second grader Lenny. When its time to report on the Student of the Week, Lenny visits his classmates' homes to take pictures and
get to know them better. Through innocent interactions, he discovers new friendshipsand more important, he learns love makes a family.
Aligned to Common Core standards and correlated to state standards. Looking Glass Library is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of
ABDO.
???????Tying the Family Knot is a very practical and biblical book that can help make a blended family situation work, written by someone
who has been there and blended her own family successfully. Terri Clark offers hope and clear, commonsense advice to couples struggling
with the emotional challenges of blending their family.
My Super Family is a book about a six-year-old boy whose parents are divorced and live in separate homes. Cory explores the normal
feelings and questions children have when parents separate or divorce. This charming story answers questions, explores feelings, and helps
children of blended families understand what matters most-that they are loved!

Broken to Blended is a 30-day devotional/journal providing encouragement to blended families. Marriage and parenting is tough,
but when you throw in the complexities of a blended family the problems can escalate. Take a journey through this book and learn
how you can handle life's tough situations through prayer and scripture.
Twice the Love is a workbook for children who are adjusting to a new blended family. Using the workbook, children are guided
through the changes that are brought about when two new families are formed. Twice the Love helps children understand their
feelings are normal and that accepting the new family structure is not betraying the former family structure. Ages 7-12, Softcover,
40 pages Other titles available in the Helping Kids Heal Series Saying Goodbye: Memory Book Memories of You: Pet Memory
Book Beyond Being Bullied: A Resiliency Workbook for Kids Who Have Been Bullied Outsmart Test Anxiety: A Workbook to Help
Kids Conquer Test Anxiety Better Days: A Workbook to Help Kids Better Understand and Accept Retention A Brighter Tomorrow:
A Workbook to Help Kids Cope with Traumatic Events Chill Out: A Workbook to Help Kids Learn to Control Their Anger Mom or
Dad's House?: A Workbook to Help Kids Cope with Divorce Broken Promises: When Parents Don't Keep Their Word Cyber Savvy:
A Workbook for Kids Who Have Been a Target of Cyberbullying Somebodyness: A Workbook to Help Kids Improve Their SelfConfidence Each workbook in the Helping Kids Heal Series allows children to process their pain through art therapy, selfreflection, and self-awareness activities.
My Happily Ever After is the first book in the Blended series that tells the story of a girl named Mia whose Mom is remarrying after
divorce from Mia's dad. Mia was very young when her parents divorced, and now as a seven-year old, tries to come to terms with
her parents' divorce as her Mom prepares to remarry. My Happily Ever After follows Mia's journey as an only child, to sharing Mom
with her step-dad and two step-siblings. Mia ultimately learns that family isn't exactly what she's seen in the fairytales, but instead
learns that where there is love there is family, and love is everything she needs.
Nothing cuts to the core of a step-parent's heart than hearing "you're not my parent!" Parenting is hard, but when you become a
step-parent it's a whole new level of parenting. You may agree to help raise someone else's child, or your new spouse may agree
to raise your child, but in the end trying to make that well-blended family work can be one of the hardest things you could ever
do.Hard yes - impossible no. With hard work, understanding, communication and love, you can build a well-blended family.Are you
willing to be a guide, a moral compass, for a child that you hardly know? Let's face it, some people can and some people can't.
Many think it's just too hard to put forth the effort. Most step-parents realize that it's really not that hard to love their spouse's child.
Are you up for the challenge?
My Blended Family is an entertaining and colorful book intended to help adults explain the concept of blended families and how
they work. There are two stories in this book, Weekend Visit and Birthday Party.
Discover the Keys to a Healthy Stepfamily Leading stepfamily expert Ron L. Deal reveals the seven fundamental steps to blended
family success and provides practical, realistic solutions to the issues you face as a stepfamily. Whether married or soon-to-bemarried, you'll discover how to · Solve the everyday puzzles of stepparenting and stepchildren relationships · Communicate
effectively with an ex-spouse · Handle stepfamily finances confidently · "Cook" your stepfamily slowly rather than expect an instant
blend This revised and expanded edition has updated research and two new chapters with even more real-world advice on topics
such as stepsibling relationships and later-life stepfamilies.
Even under the best of circumstances, marriage in a blended family is challenging. From parenting to ex-spouses to past hurts,
couples face many obstacles. In Blending Families, eighteen successful stepfamilies will show you how they've learned to
overcome their everyday challenges. Whether you ve been married for years or just preparing for the journey, Blending Families is
the essential resource to help you breakthrough and have a successful family that will thrive for years to come.About the
AuthorJimmy Evans is Founder and CEO of MarriageToday, a ministry that is devoted to helping couples thrive in strong and
fulfilling marriages and families. Jimmy and his wife Karen co-host MarriageToday with Jimmy and Karen, a nationally syndicated
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television program which is broadcast daily into over 110 million homes in America and more than 200 countries worldwide.
Five year old Carter, gives the reader a walk through his life and the life of his friends who are in blended/step families. My
Blended Family, will inspire children who are transitioning between two homes, and assist children in understanding their new
family structure.

Raising Other People's Children helps you navigate the complicated world of foster and step-parenting with better
awareness and greater empathy, providing real-life solutions for forging strong relationships in extraordinary
circumstances. Drawing on Debbie Ausburn’s decades of experience with every facet of the foster care system, Raising
Other People's Children provides expert guidance viewed through the lens of real human interactions. The responsibility
and complexity involved in raising someone else’s child can seem overwhelming. Regardless of whether you’re a
stepparent, foster parent or adoptive parent, it is on you to take on the challenge of caring for them, helping them to move
forward while also meeting their unique emotional needs.
Various challenging issues arise in the course of adoption and questions may arise from the child wanting to know their
origin. This books offers the parents a guide on how to respond to sensitive questions raised by the child and not just
ignore these questions. Ignoring these type of questions is common in a typical Nigerian (African) family hence the need
to set the book within an African context.
There are so many different types of families, and THE FAMILY BOOK celebrates them all in a funny, silly, and
reassuring way. Todd Parr includes adopted families, step-families, one-parent families, and families with two parents of
the same sex, as well as the traditional nuclear family. His quirky humor and bright, childlike illustrations will make
children feel good about their families. Parents and teachers can use this book to encourage children to talk about their
families and the different kinds of families that exist.
With the right preparation and resources, a step or blended family can be a stable foundation for co-parents and children.
According to the National Center for Health Statistics, less than half of the people who get married in the United States
remain with their first spouse, and less than 50 percent of children grow up with both biological parents. In short, we live
in a society of blended families. Everyone who survives a divorce and enters a new family is vulnerable. George Glass,
MD, a board-certified psychiatrist, has designed a book to help parents understand the challenges of beginning new lives
with blended families, and to help their children make the necessary adjustments. He explains how to approach
unavoidable dilemmas when they occur and offers invaluable lessons about the link between divorce and issues of selfesteem, depression, substance abuse, and relationship failures that often result from the breakup of a family. Gathered
from his years in practice and his own personal experience as a member of a blended family, Glass provides practical
solutions to everyday problems. Blending a family, Glass explains, is a process, which requires patience. It can take a
long time to develop trust, acceptance, and a willingness to overlook transgressions that in the beginning can cause
tension. Each chapter offers specific advice to help blended family members improve their communication skills and ease
the transitions from separate households into a larger, combined community. Taken together with a steady dose of “Dos
and Don’ts,” this book provides an inspiring toolkit for families in need.
Blended families can thrive, and Sasha explains how you can better navigate through the process of merging households
in this practical guide. She shares her deeply personal struggles, tough lessons, and experiential advice with those who
will encounter or who are already part of a blended family. She even includes more significant details about her family's
intervention from renowned life coach Iyanla Vanzant, which aired on television ("Iyanla Fix My Life"). Like Sasha, many
parents of blended families lack the understanding they truly need to overcome and properly confront stepfamily
dynamics, especially regarding stepchildren. As such, this book is her testimony and your guide to greater success.
Love may be sweeter the second time around, but once the bliss of a newfound relationship wears off a little, the reality
of being part of a stepfamily sets in. If you are one of the millions of remarried Americans facing the challenge of blending
two existing families into one cohesive whole, you are part of a stepcouple—and you know all too well how hard it can be
to make your marriage work in sometimes tough terrain. Different parenting styles, finances, relationships with exspouses, legal matters, and even seemingly simple issues such as the kinds of chores assigned to children can chisel
away at your union if you don’t always make your marriage a priority. Stepcoupling offers advice for stepcouples on how
to do just that—all the while strengthening their blended family with a healthy marriage. Susan Wisdom and Jennifer
Green provide tips and strategies on dealing with the issues remarried couples face, with a wealth of advice from real-life
stepcouples, such as: * Learning to tailor your expectations of your spouse or children and remembering that no family is
perfect * Knowing where your boundaries are, whether involving a hostile ex-spouse or a stepchild who demands too
much attention * Realizing that traits like flexibility, tolerance, forgiveness, and openness are especially essential in a
stepfamily situation * Making “us” time for talking, problem-solving, weekends away, and enjoying your marriage to
constantly renew and strengthen your bond as a couple Let this invaluable remarriage manual help you make your
stepcouple the foundation of a strong, happy, and successful stepfamily.
Blended Families: A Roadmap of Success is comprised of specific tips and solutions written by me, a parent who¿s been
there. I¿ve worked hard with a little counseling and a lot of prayers, patience, and determination to create a healthy
blended family dynamic. I did not do this alone ¿ that¿s impossible. My husband and I, along with the other parents of our
children, have learned to work much more cooperatively and healthily together. Our goal has always been to create a
safe, loving and happy blended family.Some days come easier than others. That¿s true no matter how far you¿ve come
in terms of co-parenting with your ex, bonding with your children, stepchildren, and partner. You can empower those
around you with healthy boundaries and love. The good days make you feel triumphant, and the more challenging days
can make you feel defeated. This book can serve as a roadmap to help guide you through all of it so that everyone,
especially your children, can experience more peace of mind throughout the journey.
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